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i remember when i first discovered mathematica,version 3.0 i think it was, running on some sort of ancient unix based system which my university had christened newton. it was in the first
month of my phd and i had been wrestling with some terrifying looking (to a freshly minted grad student at least) integrals that were taking me ages to evaluate by hand. my phd supervisor

was a symbolic integration master and during this phase of my work i was learning loads of shortcuts and tricks that you never get taught as an undergraduate. even with these tricks though,
the work was starting to get out of hand. the book provides an introduction to the theory of dynamical systems with the aid of matlab, simulink, and symbolic math toolbox. it is written for final-

year undergraduates, postgraduate students, and working scientists in both industry and academia..driven by numerous examples from a broad range of disciplines and requiring only
knowledge of ordinary differential equations, the text emphasizes applications and simulations using matlab. matlab is a high performance interactive software package for scientific and

engineering computation. matlab integrates numerical analysis, matrix computation, signal processing and graphics in an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are
expressed just as they are written mathematically. to start matlab on our central linux system just type matlab in a terminal window or find the matlab icon in the applications panel (use the

button). i remember when i first discovered mathematica,version 3.0 i think it was, running on some sort of ancient unix based system which my university had christened newton. it was in the
first month of my phd and i had been wrestling with some terrifying looking (to a freshly minted grad student at least) integrals that were taking me ages to evaluate by hand. my phd

supervisor was a symbolic integration master and during this phase of my work i was learning loads of shortcuts and tricks that you never get taught as an undergraduate. even with these
tricks though, the work was starting to get out of hand.
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